Credits: director, Charles DeSantos ; writer, unknown.
Cast: Linda Wong, Jewell Bright, Ari Adler, Dale Meader, Mark Anthony.
Summary: Porno film opening in Southeast Asia in 1968 and continuing in San Francisco in the 1980s with plot elements borrowed from *Apocalypse now*. Evil Col. Krieg (e.g. Kurtz) (Anthony) has returned to the United States. His insanity has led to sadistic voyeurism and the kidnapping of people for use as sex slaves. Ex-Lt. Philip Ware (Adler) is asked by government officials to rescue Krieg’s sexual captives (including Ming Lee (Wong), a woman he knew in Vietnam). Ware is captured and tortured but escapes, then learns that the whole adventure was a test, and is invited to join the sadomasochistic group.
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